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This Month
August 7

Southwest – “The Rest of
the Story”

Southwest is a
favored
airline
for
many of
us who fly somewhere from time to
time. For this August evening we had
a presentation that should be of interest to everyone, even if you don’t
plan to fly. It’s just good to be informed. All of us heard the news recently regarding a flight when a passenger was almost ejected through a
window. Tonight we’ll hear what the
news didn’t report – in other words,
When I was a boy the Dead Sea
“The Rest of the Story!”

was only sick.

--George Burns,
American comedian

(Continued on page 4)
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TUGNET is a non-profit computer user group. TUGNET’s mailing address for
membership information, submissions to the TUGNET Newsletter, or other
club-related material, is TUGNET, 3926 Community Ave, La Crescenta, CA
91214-2375.
We welcome your submissions, including technical questions or letters to the
editor, on PC disk (in a popular word processing format), or by e-mail to Marian
Radcliffe. Hardcopy alone will no longer be accepted!! All submissions
must be presented on disk or e-mail as described above!! The number one
rule when writing for us is: Do not attempt to format your article, except for
bolding and italicizing. Instead, focus on writing a clear, organized, grammatically
correct article. We’ll take care of the rest. We reserve the right to edit as necessary
for space considerations. Other non-profit user groups may reprint articles
(except for those copyrighted) without prior permission, provided proper author,
title and publication credits are given. Newsletter is produced using Microsoft
Publisher. Membership database is in Microsoft Access.
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More Meetings
(Continued from page 1)

The presentation by Dr. Garred Sexton covered the following topics and gave us info that his background and interest enabled him
to gather. You won’t hear this anywhere else.
What can you learn from this as a traveler
 Background information on aircraft design, the environment,
the design standards
 What started the events and why
 The window was broken with what results and why

What did the cockpit crew know; what did the cabin crew
know
 The action that the cockpit crew took
Dr. Sexton expounded on the interesting facts dealing with this
tragedy. The result was be better informed travelers.

August 14
Board Meeting
Always 6:00 for dinner, 7:00 for the meeting. Everyone is welcome.
Galpin Ford's Horseless Carriage— Roscoe & the 405

August 21

Utilities and Troubleshooting
We will be happy to welcome Judy Taylour back with her presentation at this meeting which will help you to both keep your computer happy and work with it when something goes wrong.
We all run into problems once in awhile. Do we have the programs that can get us out of trouble? At this meeting you will see
demonstrations of those programs which should be in all our computers. What’s more, these will be free programs that do the same
or better job than many that cost lots of $$s.
(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)

Many times it is a common mistake, knows as ‘operator error.’
Yes, that means us! And what key was pressed that caused to screen
to do crazy things? And how can it be brought back to the way it
was?
Must-Have Utilities
What is a utility? An app that adds functionality to your computer
or help your computer perform better. We all have our favorites;
Judy shares some of her favorites in this presentation. Please plan
to share one of your favorites during the Q&A part of the meeting. Hopefully we will al go home with at least one new utility we
want to try.
Troubleshooting Your Computer 101
Before you make that $99 tech support call, there are many easy
things you can do to troubleshoot problems that you encounter
with your computer. This presentation covers problems and solutions that just might help if and when….
Make sure you are here to be able to take advantage of the valuable tips she will share.

August 28

Dining: Two Guys from Italy
Here it is again, the fourth Tuesday of
the month. This is the time for us to dine
together at Two Guys from Italy, one of our favorite restaurants.
The menu is varied with, obviously, the emphasis being on Italian
dishes. But there are entree salads to please those who may not
want the pasta dinners, as well as sandwiches and soup. They are a
generous donor who pays at the end of the evening. Try to come
as the number of guests is always an influence as to whether we
can return.

✦
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Special Interest Groups
Specializing in the unique interests
of our members
Novices and experts are welcome

Astronomy
Second Monday @ 7:00 p.m.
Tom Sheehan
tsrtrmph@verizon.net
818-831-2126

Imaging
Second Monday @ 7:00 p.m.

Mobile Devices and More
Third Monday @ 7:00 p.m.
Jeff Kent
jeffersonkent@gmail.com
818-891-8635

Check with SIG leaders
to confirm meeting locations

Susie Phelps
sidecarsusie@earthlink.net
818-848-9810

Klassic Specialties
Check out Klassic Specialties at
http://www.klassicspecialties.com/tugnet.html
TUGNET members receive a 5% discount and
TUGNET receives 5% of members’ purchases.
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Highlights of
Recent Meetings
Panel Q & A with Pot Luck
(July 3)
Our meeting began with a delightful, scrumptious, and varied items
spread out on our Pot Luck table.
Members eagerly filled their plates
and enjoyed each dish they sampled.
We then turned to our Panel consisting of Jeff Marcus, Conrad
Lalicker and Paul Burton. Jeff got things started, then questions
from those attending flowed in with an abundant number of answers and opinions. It was agreed that much was gained from the
evenings discussions.
Thank you to all who participated.

All Things Computer
With Jay Ross
(July 17)
The topics Jay had on his agenda were:
1—E-mail
2—Malware
3– Phishing
4– Credential Reply
5– Social Engineering (In Person, Phone Call, E-mail)
6– Call Forwarding
7- Spoofing
(Continued on page 8)
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First he reminded us that our e-mail password should be unique
and recommends changing it every eight months. Do you do that?
Probably most of us don’t. I heard many people mumble that it’s
too much trouble. Of course, it’s a lot more trouble if someone
hacks or otherwise disrupts your e-mail. And then you’ll wonder
why you didn’t go ahead earlier and update your password as recommended. We all have to learn to do this on regular basis.
He also made a point of reminding us to take advantage of the Free
Credit Report to which we are entitled each year. The common recommendation is to request one of the credit agencies each three
months, and rotate from there. It was also pointed out that as of
September 21st the credit freeze and unfreeze will be free. So do
that after that date as a precautionary measure. It eliminates the
possibility of someone taking out a credit card in your name.
Notice how the various sites handle password resetting. Usually it is
quite easy.
Keep in mind that a lot of help and information can be found by
using Alexa, Siri, and of course, Google, just by asking or entering
your question.
Jay had so much information to share with us that I can’t possibly
repeat it here. It was a great evening with Jay answering many questions, as he is always willing to do.
One of the subjects coming up from the audience, with a good bit
of discussion, included various free back-up programs with the following being suggested: Drive Image XML, Macrium Reflect,
Clone Zilla, EaseUS Todo Backup, Paragon’s Backup & Recovery.
All these were said to easy to use and effective. With all these choices, not to mention other titles that are not free, noone should be
overlooking the value of keeping current backups. Also, keeping a
backup off-site and replacing it regularly is highly recommended.
Thank you, Jay, for spending your evening with us.

✦
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What You Can Bring to
the Meetings


Recyclables:
Drink Cans & Bottles
Ink Jet Cartridges
Toner Cartridges

 Your checkbook
to renew your membership
Why don’t you check due date now?



Your smiling face!

July 3
Deluxe Water Bottle:
Marv Harris
Handy Body Lotion:
Marian Radcliffe
Avery Sample Pack:
Jeff Marcus
Fan:
Paul Burton
Back Pack:
Conrad Lalicker

July 17
(Enhance Your Chance)

Dash Cam

Renewing Members
Almut Bower (NL)
Don Foster

Winners Continued
July 17

Hand & Body Lotion:
Beth Perrin
Letter Opener:
Leo Gattenio
O’Reilly T-shirt
Conrad Lalicker
Lip Balm:
Chris Christopher
Reusable Bag:
Paul Burton

Marcie Green

USB-3 128GB Drive
Jim Swavely

7-Port USB Hub
Jim Swavely

Tablet Keyboard Case
Margie Bernath

Frost Pocket Knife
Peggy Burton

CoolerMaster Mini Stand
Nina Van Leeuwen
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Marian’s
Memos
MARIAN’S MEMOS

MARIAN’S MEMOS

MARIAN’S MEMOS

This newsletter is quite late and may be a bit shorter than usual.
It’s just that I needed a break from the TUGNET chores which
are never-ending. Perhaps many of our members don’t realize that
I do have other things in my life! However, that does not diminish my fondness for all things TUGNET. I appreciate all those
who attend our meetings since it takes a lot of work by many to
have a meeting room set up, equipment set up, etc., so that you
can be welcomed to an evening when you might learn something,
enjoy something, even meet someone with whom you hadn’t previously chatted.
The presenters who know us do not demand a higher number of
attendees and those who come for the first time are pleased because of the participation and appreciation they receive. With our
improved Internet, we can occasionally have presentations from
those who do not have a local address. Those we’ve had have been
very well received.
As I have said in the past, if there is a topic or presenter you
would like to have on our schedule, please let me know. I would
be very appreciative of help with this. I would also appreciate a
volunteer to help with the newsletter. Not necessarily the whole
thing, which would also be okay, but even to help with a part of
it would be most welcome.
The treasurer has asked me to explain our financial situation. You
are well aware of the fund raising activities we have that are ongoing: restaurant dining and recycling in particular. Funds raised
from these are not great but as we say, every little bit helps.
(Continued on page 11)
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To make a difference, we need greater participation. We have had a
goal for years to not raise the dues and we are holding to that.
However, there is a real possibility that the treasury will run out of
money in the near future..
As Deuk has explained before, while we try to keep expenses to a
minimum, it is our rent, insurance and newsletter that cost more
than our monthly income. Therefore, we have to find ways that
will correct this and not be a hardship on any member. We made a
fair amount when a group attended a TV show and, of course, the
yard sales produced enough to keep us going until now. We also
had a benefactor who matched donations. The generous benefactor
has moved on so that is no longer a factor. The latest announced
TV shows did not generate a positive response and there may not
be enough participation to make a yard sale possible.
So what can we do? Suggestions are requested.
Would you support a Bingo evening?
This month you’ll find a new fund-raising opportunity, right here
in this newsletter, that hopefully will be fun. You don’t have to do
anything but take advantage of the game and send in your donation. If you’d rather just send a donation and not play any games,
that will be appreciated – and be a great help!
Remember, all donations to TUGNET (501.3.c) are tax
deductible—depending on your personal tax situation.
Thanks to all.

The toughest thing about success is that
you’ve got to keep on being a success.
--Irving Berlin,
American composer
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The Value of
Your Name
GAME GAME GAME GAME GAME GAME GAMEREVIEW

All members and supporters of TUGNET!
Help us raise some money and have some fun along the way.
Let’s find out how much your name is worth.
Use the alphabet below and add up the value of all the letters in
your name to determine the total of your donation.
A
$1.30

B
$.55

C
$.60

D
$.95

E
$1.10

F
$.35

G
$.95

H
$.30

I
$1.15

J
$1.15

K
$.75

L
$.50

M
$1.20

N
$.25

O
$1.05

P
$.80

Q
$.05

R
$.85

S
$.70

T
$1.00

U
$.40

V
$.65

W
$.15

X
$.20

Y/Z
$1.25/$.10

See example on next page.

(Continued on page 13)
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(Continued from page 12)

For Example:
L
O I
S J E A N
.50 1.05 1.15 . 70 .50 1.10 1.30 .25
S M
I
T H
.70 1.20 1.15 1.00 .30

TOTAL: $10.90

Your Name __________________________

$________

This fund raiser is very important.
Do you think your name is worth more?
Make your donation to TUGNET.
Mail to:
Deuk Perrin, 418 Appleton Rd, Simi Valley CA 93065
We appreciate your support. If we have sufficient participation,
next time we’ll use names in a drawing for a nice prize.

✦
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145 Google Play Apps
Found to Be Hiding
Windows Malware
By Francis Navarro
Komando.com
ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE

Android owners know that the Google Play Store is still the safest
source of Android apps. But despite Google’s best efforts, sometimes rogue apps can still slip through its screening process. As
with almost every type of malware out there, everything is not
what it seems. Take these newly discovered malicious Android
apps, for example. On the surface, they may look like your ordinary, run-of-the-mill smartphone apps but hidden within their
core, they’re a threat to another system altogether.
145 Apps Compromised
Google recently removed 145 apps from the official Google Play
app store because they were discovered to be harboring malicious
Windows malware files.
According to security researchers from Palo Alto Networks, the
majority of the infected apps were released on Google Play between
October 2017 and November 2017.
This means that the apps have been available in Google Play for
more than six months. At the point of their removal, some of the
infected apps have more than 1,000 installs and even 4-star ratings!
Included in the list of infected apps were tutorial apps for drawing,
clothing design, and tutorials for home improvement and various
hobbies. (Keep reading for a list of all the infected apps.)
(Continued on page 15)
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(Continued from page 14)

Meant for Windows PCs
The most interesting part about this whole affair is that Android
gadgets are actually safe from these infected apps. Yep, if you’ve
downloaded and installed any of these Android apps, your phone
or tablet is actually immune from the embedded malware.
However, if you’ve transferred and unpacked the app to a Windows PC, then your machine is vulnerable to attacks.
How could this be? Palo Alto researchers said that this indicates
that the apps were developed on infected Windows machines. This
means that the developers may not even know that malware was
piggyback riding on their apps.
The researchers also noted that not all the apps coming from the
same developer are infected. This led them to believe that the developers used different computers for creating their apps.
Compromising developer computers is a growing concern among
security firms.
“The development environment is a critical part of the software
development life cycle. We should always try to secure it first. Otherwise, other security countermeasures could just be attempts in
vain,” the researchers wrote in their blog.
Windows Keylogger Included
According to Palo Alto, the most prevalent type of malicious file
that was present in all but three of the infected Android apps was a
Windows keylogger.
If this program’s .exe file is launched, it will attempt to record all
the keystrokes inputted on your computer including passwords,
credit card numbers, security codes, user names and Social Security
numbers.
The malicious files are also camouflaged with fake names to avoid
detection. If you spot names like “Android.exe,” “mymusic.exe,”
(Continued on page 16)
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(Continued from page 15)

“COPY_DOKKEP.exe,” “js.exe,” “gallery.exe,” “images.exe,”
“msn.exe” and “css.exe” on an app’s unpacked files, delete them
immediately.
List of Infected Apps:
Although the apps have been removed from the Google Play app
store, you may have installed them on your gadget and it is advised
that you delete them as soon as you can.
For your protection, here’s a list of the apps:
App Name
Baby Room
Motor Trail
Tattoo Name
Car garage
Japanese Garden
Koi fish
House Terrace
Skirt Design
Yoga Meditation
Shoe rack
Unique T-shirt
Mens Shoes
TV RuanG TaMu
Idea Glasses
Fashion Muslim
Bracelet
Clothing Drawing
Minimalist Kitchen
Nail Art
Ice cream stick
Roof
Children Clothes
Home Ceiling
PoLa BaJu

Package Name
com.KamarBaYi.odieapps
com.MotorTraiL.odieapps
com.TatToNaMa.odieapps
coml.GaRaSiMobiL.odieapps
com.TaMaNJapanG.odieapps
com.IkanKoI.odieapps
com.TeRaSRumaH.odieapps
com.DesainRokK.odieapps
com.MeditasiYoga.odieapps
com.RaKSepatU.odieapps
com.KaoSUniK.odieapps
com.SepatuPriA.odieapps
com.TVRuanGTaMu.odieapps
com.IdeaKacamata.odieapps
com.FashioNMusLiM.odieapps
com.GelangTut.odieapps
com.BusanaMenggambar.odieapps
com.DapuRMiniMaLis.odieapps
com.SeNiKuKu.odieapps
com.StikEzKriM.odieapps
com.AtapRumaH.odieapps
com.BusanaAnaK.odieapps
com.PlaFoNRumaH.odieapps
com.PoLaBaJU.odieapps
(Continued on page 17)
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(Continued from page 16)

Living room
Bookshelf
Knitted Baby
Hair Paint
Wall Decoration
Painting Mahendi
Bodybuilder
Couple shirts
Unique Graffiti
Paper flower
Night gown
Wardrobe Ideas
Dining table
Gymnastics
Use Child
Window Design
Hijab StyLe
Wing Chun
Fencing Technique

com.RuanGTaMu.odieapps
com.RakBuKu.odieapps
com.RajutanBayI.odieapps
com.CaTRambuT.odieapps
com.DekoraSiDinding.odieapps
com.MelukisMehndi.odieapps
com.Binaragawan.odieapps
com.KaosCouple.odieapps
com.GrafitiUniK.odieapps
com.BungaKerTas.odieapps
com.BaJuTiDuR.odieapps
com.IdeLeMaRi.odieapps
com.MejaMakaN.odieapps
com.LatiHaNSeNaM.odieapps
com.PakaiAnAnak.odieapps
com.DesainJenDeLa.odieapps
com.HijabStyLe.odieapps
com.TeknikWingChuni.xsadroid
com.TeknikAnggar.xsadroid

✦
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How To Protect Your Car
From a Wireless Fob
Relay Attack
By Mark Jones

Komando.com

ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE

Your car is always listening. Not for your voice, but for an electronic signal, such as the coded “unlock” signal from your electronic key fob.
If it’s a newer car model, you might not have to press any buttons;
just approach your car and the doors will unlock automatically. In
some cars, the engine will even turn on.
Wirelessly unlocking your car is convenient, but it can come at a
price.

Criminals can easily turn your key fob against you
We’re talking about your key fob’s signal and how easy it is for
criminals to intercept. If someone successfully intercepts your key
fob’s signal, they can open your car without setting off any alarms.
Also, newer model cars don’t even need a key to turn on the engine. You simply push a button once the vehicle recognizes your
key fob, which could be a criminal who stole your signal.
Watch the following video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
time_continue=86&v=8pffcngJJq0) to see how easy it is for a couple criminals to pull this caper off. This footage was recently released by a police department in England.
Always-on key fobs present a serious weakness in your car’s security. As long as your keys are in range, anyone can open the car and
(Continued on page 19)
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(Continued from page 18)

the system will think it’s you. That’s why newer car models won’t
unlock until the key fob is within a foot.
However, for less than $100, criminals can get an amplifier that
detects key fob signals up to 300 feet away, and then transmits
them to your car. In other words, your keys could be in your
house, and criminals could walk up to your car and open it. This
isn’t just a theory either; it’s actually happening.
Fortunately, there are some simple steps you can take to keep hackers from stealing your signal.

How to outsmart the thief
There are a few easy ways to block criminals’ amplified signals.
You can buy a signal-blocking pouch that can hold your keys, like
the Hack-Blocking Card Pouch sold in the Komando Shop.
If you don’t want to spend any money, you can
stick your key fob into the refrigerator or freezer. The multiple layers of metal will block your
key fob’s signal. Just check with the fob’s manufacturer to make sure freezing your key fob
won’t damage it.
If you’re not keen on freezing your key fob, you can do the same
thing with your microwave oven. (Hint: Don’t turn it on.) Stick
your key fob in there, and criminals won’t be able to pick up its
signal. Like any seasoned criminal, they’ll just move onto an easier
target.
Since your key fob’s signal is blocked by metal, you can also wrap
it up in aluminum foil. While that’s the easiest solution, it can
also leak the signal if you don’t do it right. Plus, you might need
to stock up on foil. You could also make a foil-lined box to put
your keys in, if you’re in a crafting mood.

✦
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Car Hacking Is Real
and Dangerous Protect Yourself
By Komando Staff

Komando.com

ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE

Since the late 1960s, cars have had computers in them, and with
each passing decade, the computers get more powerful. In today’s
cars, they monitor everything about the engine and make it run
more efficiently.
The computers in modern cars also run the steering, traction control, airbags, cruise control, tire management, security, entertainment and more. That’s great for safety, comfort, convenience and
efficiency, but there’s an unavoidable downside: Computers can be
hacked.
Until recently, hacking a car’s onboard computer to cause chaos
was either a theoretical security exercise or a scene in a Hollywood
movie. Then in 2013, two hackers named Charlie Miller and Chris
Valasek changed everything when they brought it into the real
world.
While that first demo was scary, it still required hackers to physically connect a laptop to the car’s computers and be sitting in the
back seat. That’s not the kind of hack that’s going to affect regular
motorists unless they’re very unobservant. So, the world kept moving along as usual.
Everything changed when Miller and Valasek showed off a new
way to hack a car from a distance. This time, it’s a very big deal.
(Continued on page 21)
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(Continued from page 20)

THE HACK
In their newest demo, which starred a 2014 Jeep Cherokee and
Wired’s Andy Greenberg as the willing “victim,” Miller and Valasek took control of the vehicle from more than 10 miles away. At
first, they just played with its environmental and entertainment
systems, and then, terrifyingly, its steering, transmission and
brakes.
You can see in the video (https://www.komando.com/tips/318332/
car-hacking-is-real-and-dangerous-protect-yourself/all) how freaked
out Greenberg was, and he knew it was going to happen.
The reason Miller and Valasek weren’t able to do this in 2013 is
that many cars did not include cellular connections at that time.
Cellular lets the entertainment system download updates, get navigation information, provide in-car Internet, and more.
In the case of the Jeep Cherokee’s Uconnect entertainment system,
however, the cellular also let the hackers connect and take control.
And, somehow, the entertainment computer connects to the computers that run the really important things.
THE FALLOUT
The immediate fallout from the experiment was a massive vehicle
“recall” from Fiat-Chrysler, which is the parent company for Jeep.
The same Uconnect system as the one in the Jeep Cherokee, with
the same security flaw, is also in Chrysler, Fiat, Dodge, Ram and
SRT vehicles.
At first, the problem was estimated to affect 470,000 vehicles, but
Chrysler has decided to “recall” 1.4 million vehicles to be safe.
“Recall” is in quotes because fixing the problem just requires a
software update to Uconnect.

✦
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Is it Time to Start a
Death Data Document?
By Jerry Heaton
Central Kentucky Computer Society
newsletter@ckcs.org
ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE

While visiting my sister in Tennessee more than 20 years ago, I
read an article in Nashville’s newspaper, “The Tennessean,” in
which a reporter wrote about the death of his father and his being
named the executor of his dad’s estate. His mother had died earlier, and he knew nothing about his dad’s affairs or estate. Like
many families living many miles apart, they only visited on holidays, such as Thanksgiving or Christmas. The reporter had many
questions: Where did they bank? Were there investments? With
whom? Is the car paid for? What is his social security number?
And a hundred other questions. He wished he had talked with his
dad or that his dad had written down things he needed to know.
This caused me to think about this, so I created what I call a Death
Data document for my children to have at the time of my death. I
recommend you consider creating such a document yourself to
provide information your survivors will need to know. My kids
know I have created such a document, but they have never seen it.
More than once we have talked about it. I have copied my master
DD document from my computer to a flash drive -- one for each
child and they know where to look.
It is a living document -- it must be updated regularly as things
change. You may change banks, create a new will, eliminate a credit card account or start a new one, buy a new car, etc. Anytime I
change anything, I update my DD document. My document has
all sorts of information, even some less important things like the
numbers needed to work my combination lock I use at the gym.
(Continued on page 23)
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My document started small, but now is 33-pages long. Each time I
update it, I copy the latest version to each flash drive for my kids.
I recommend you start your own DD document and follow the
pattern I discuss here. Even a husband / wife combination needs
to do this. For example, one would think the spouse knows all
about finances, but that may not be so for often only one may
handle the bill paying and finances, leaving the other in the dark.
I have a suggested guide from which you might begin your own
DD document. My guide may offer some thought provoking items
you may want to include or expand. I suggest you copy the guide
to your computer and on topics that apply to you, just fill in the
information suggested. Add topics and categories that are unique
to your situation and go into detail to eliminate any confusion.
A final suggestion, this is a project that takes much time if you do
it right. Go slow and complete each topic as you come to it. Provide the information you would want to know if you were on the
outside and know nothing about yourself and situation.

Editors Note: To access his DD guide, let me know you are interested and I can send it to you.

✦

Donut Holes:
The shape of a doughnut is famously circular with a hole in it,
but have you ever wondered how that shape came to be associated
with a doughnut? The donut hole was invented by a 16 year old
sailor named Hanson Gregory, who in an interview stated he was
tired of eating greasy and undercooked donuts with raw dough
on the insides. His grave still has a plaque that tells of his famous
invention.

(It’s important to know these things!)
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Cast your Smartphone –
What your Smartphone?
By Phil Sorrentino
Sarasota Technology Users Group, FL
philsorr@yahoo.com
ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE

How would you like to show all the pictures that are on your
phone, on your big screen TV? HDMI comes to mind as an obvious solution; just get an HDMI cable, connect it up, and sit back
and watch. But unfortunately, most phones don’t have an HDMI
output port. (Most laptops have an HDMI output, so you may
already be doing this with your laptop, an HDMI cable, and a big
screen TV.) So, without HDMI on your phone, it will have to be
accomplished by some other mechanism. Another, maybe obvious,
way is just to move the pictures to a device that has HDMI and
use your trusty HDMI cable. You can move your pictures to a laptop using USB, or a Micro SD card (if you have a port on your
phone), or the Wi-Fi App (see the January 2017 article). Once your
pictures are on the laptop, you can use the HDMI output and enjoy the presentation on the big screen.
If you still want to have the convenience of going right from your
phone to your big screen TV, you are in luck, there is another
mechanism. While you and I were just thinking of the problem,
the Wi-Fi Alliance has been busily creating a solution. The solution is Miracast. Miracast is a standard that attempts to eliminate
the need for HDMI cables. It provides a wireless standard that allows devices to discover each other, connect to each other, and
mirror the contents of their screens wirelessly. Miracast is a standard for a secure wireless connection from devices (such as
Smartphones, Tablets, and Laptops) to displays (such as TVs, Projectors and Monitors). Miracast essentially replaces the cable used
from the device to the display and can casually be describes as
(Continued on page 25)
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HDMI over Wi-Fi. Miracast securely transfers both high quality
video (1080p HD) and high-quality audio (5.1 surround sound).
Miracast is intended to be interoperable, that is, it should work
between devices that are Miracast certified, independent of the
manufacturer. The Wi-Fi Alliance began certifying devices towards
the end of 2012, so there should be plenty of devices available; in
fact, to date there have been over 6,600 devices certified. Microsoft
has added support for Miracast to Windows 8.1 and Windows10.
Google has added support to all Android versions beyond 4.2.
(Apple provides AirPlay which has similar features but will only
work with other Apple devices.) There are even adapters that plug
into HDMI or USB ports, allowing devices without built-in
Miracast to connect via Miracast.
So, Miracast appears to be the solution. But, this is where reality
goes in a little different direction and diverges from design. Although Google was an early supporter of Miracast (by including
support in early Android versions), when Google built a device
that could be used to display a phone’s screen on a big screen TV
without wires, they did not include Miracast in the device, (though
Miracast may still be the solution in the future). Google’s device is
called “Chromecast.” It is about the size of a silver dollar with
HDMI and USB connectors, and can be purchased for about $35.
The HDMI connector is plugged into a free HDMI connector on
the TV, and the USB connector provides power by plugging into
the TV USB, or any other available USB connector. The Google
Chromecast device does not support Miracast, though it does a
very similar function. It allows a remote device (your phone) to
display (or mirror) its screen on the TV (display) that the
Chromecast is connected to, without using an HDMI cable between the phone and the TV. The Chromecast device (as well as
other Google Home devices) is controlled and setup using a free
App on the phone. The App is called “Google Home” and is available at the Google Play Store.
Google Home Icon:
(Continued on page 26)
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As it turns out now, Google’s solution seems to be like Apple’s
solution, in that it may only work with Google devices, although
the Home App is available for both Android and Apple’s iOS, so
it may work with an iPhone.
Now, let us get back to solving the problem of showing your pictures on the big screen. With an Android phone, the easiest (and
maybe cheapest) way to get those pictures on to the big screen is
probably to use a Chromecast device and the related “Home” App.
So, here is what we must do.
Download the Home App to your phone and put it on one of
your convenient home screens. Connect your Chromecast to an
unused HDMI input on your TV. Turn on the TV and change the
TV input to that specific HDMI input. Plug the USB connector on
the Chromecast into a USB plug (on the TV or from a wall adapter). There is only one light on the Chromecast and it should eventually turn white. Start the Home App on your phone by touching
the App. (Note: your phone and the Chromecast must be on the
same Wi-Fi network.) Once the App starts, touch the menu icon
in the top left of the screen.
This will present a screen with “Devices” in the list. Tap “Devices.”
Follow the set-up instructions to set up the Chromecast. Finally, a
Chromecast screen will be shown on your phone and a background picture should be shown on your TV. (Both displays will
show the Chromecast Identification, of your Chromecast device,
towards the top on your phone, and on the bottom on the TV.)
Once you see this display, go back to the screen where you found
“Devices,” and touch “Cast screen/audio,” which will show a “Cast
to” selection. Touch the Chromecast Identification, and a connecting notification should show up. When the connecting notification goes away, you are connected, and your phone screen should
be displayed on the TV. Voila, now your phone screen is being
shown on the TV, so go to your favorite Picture Viewer and show
your pictures. (In fact, at this point anything you do with your
phone will be shown on the TV, so be careful.)
(Continued on page 28)
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Gmail Has a New Interface
By Matt Batt
The Computer Club, Florida
mbatt453@gmail.com
ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE

Gmail is now the most popular email service with over 1 billion
users. Google has recently released a new modern on-line interface
for Gmail usage. Users can switch to the new Gmail interface via
the gear icon on the top right corner of the old interface. Matt
brought it up to review what it looked like and found himself using it more than the Microsoft Outlook program he usually uses
for email.
It has new security features, a convenient design and lots of new
capabilities.
In the security area, Google claims it has improved security against
scams and malware and can prevent more than 99.9% from reaching your inbox. You can set expiration dates for emails by sending
a link to a message that won’t work after a certain amount of time.
You can prohibit the copying, forwarding and printing of your
emails.
The new design provides quicker access to email related functions.
If you hover over any email in your inbox, you’ll see icons that let
you Archive, Delete, Mark as Read or Snooze the email so that it is
hidden from the inbox until you are ready to reply to it.
When you have an email open, icons for functions such as Archive, Report as Spam, Delete, Print and Mover are conveniently
placed by the top of the display. Reply, Reply All and Forward are
at the bottom of the email. Attachments will also display as small
and easily accessible tiles below the email.
(Continued on page 28)
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There is a new feature called “smart replies,” which allow users to
choose from suggested responses to an email. Gmail is analyzing
your incoming email and framing an answer you can use as a short
answer with just a click. You can set reminders to respond to certain emails. Matt uses Google Tasks as a To Do List and Google
Calendar as his electronic calendar. He is especially impressed by
new side panel in the Gmail interface that lets me drag an email
into the Tasks Side Panel. When he drags it, it is immediately added to his Tasks List as a Task. If he puts a date on the Task when
he drags it over, it is also automatically added to his Calendar.
Now that is very useful and convenient integrations of email, calendar and tasks.
Be sure to give it a try! He hopes you like it as much as he does.

✦
Cast Your Smart Phone
(Continued from page 26)

When you are finished showing the pictures, go back to the Home
App on your phone and touch “Cast screen/audio” again, and on
the next screen, touch “Disconnect,” and the TV will no longer
show the phone screen.
Just as an alternative, if you have your pictures on a laptop and
you have Windows 10, you can display your pictures on your big
screen TV by using a Microsoft Wireless Display Adapter (approx.
$60) connected to the TV. The Display Adapter is connected to the
TV just as described for the Chromecast. On the laptop taskbar,
click the Action Center, and then select the “Connect” button,
which will connect your laptop with the Display Adapter via Wi-Fi
and your laptop display will be reproduced on the TV.

✦
None of my inventions came by accident. I see a worthwhile
need to be met and I make trial after trial.
-- Thomas Edison,
Inventor
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How to Succeed
in Technology
(While Trying Really Hard)
By Greg Skalka

president@uchug.org
ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE

You may be able to succeed in some things without really trying
but dealing with technology is not typically one of them. While
our modern lives are awash in new tech, we must often struggle to
cope with it. New innovations bring the potential for much good
for our world and our individual lives, but they can also have unanticipated negative consequences for our planet, our society and
ourselves. On a personal level, our everyday interactions with technology can help us get ahead, save us time, connect us, isolate us,
cost us resources and drive us crazy, often all at the same time.
New technology usually means change, and how we deal with the
changes will determine our success.
Technology is simply putting science to practical use to solve our
problems. We have been using technology since the dawn of humankind. Stone tools and fire-starting methods are just early forms
of technology. We as a species have evolved, along with our society
and our technology, each evolving at different rates. Our tech has
changed, from hand axes to locomotives to smart phones, while
our social system has gone from tribes to countries to a global
community. We have physically changed as well, with less physical
effort required in our daily lives, more leisure time and a greater
abundance of food resulting in a rising obesity problem in the developed world. Each of these aspects has influenced the others,
though it is unlikely we will evolve pointed fingers to better press
on smart phone screens, as our tech and cultural changes are coming far faster than our human bodies can adapt.
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We often get the latest tech gadgets to fill a need, enhance our
lives, save time or money or simply keep up with others. Anything
new is usually different from what we are used to, requiring some
learning and adaptation. Even when we think we have mastered
our technology, we can find that success is fleeting. More and
more devices are programmable and are frequently connected to
the Internet - often the device you have today behaves differently
after tomorrow’s updates. Setting up your devices can be challenging, and when things don’t work, or stop working, where do you
go for help?
As an engineer, I should have a front-row seat on the technology
express we are all riding on. I’ve been educated in engineering principles and work daily to advance the capabilities of the equipment
and networks our phones and computers use to communicate.
Most of the time my work is rather unglamorous: creating spreadsheets, writing reports, probing uncooperative hardware. While I
am closer than most to the origins of our new tech, I too am often
confounded by devices that don’t work as promised, dismayed
when they fail and feel apprehension over where all these things
are taking us as a society.
I’ve often been successful in solving my own problems with new
devices and software, as well as maintaining and repairing my
stuff. A lot of people look to me for help with their tech problems,
and I am depended on to be the family IT (information technology) person, as well as appliance repairman, auto mechanic, handyman, plumber, electrician, gardener and tech installer.
With all these responsibilities, it is rare that I don’t have a long list
of household problems to solve. Successful resolutions usually require resources in both time (on my part) and money, and there is
typically a trade-off involved. More of my time (in labor, research
and experimentation) can be traded away by allocating more money to the tasks (hiring services to install, debug or repair, or spending more on insurance or service contracts). I could spend all my
time maintaining and repairing everything I can myself, but then
(Continued on page 31)
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when would I get to enjoy the benefits of all this tech? I could easily farm out all the set up and upkeep for stuff in our lives, but
would I be able to afford it, and would I become dependent and
unable to determine if I were being taken advantage of or controlled?
Somehow, we all must come up with a balance for this if we are to
be successful users of technology. Paying for everything is easy, if
you have the money. Attempting to solve your inevitable tech
problems yourself is harder but has advantages. Here are a few of
my thoughts on how to successfully coexist (and hopefully thrive)
with today’s (and tomorrow’s) technology and solve your own tech
problems.
Knowledge is Important. No one knows what is best for you or
your family better than yourself - not expert reviewers (who may be
biased), not governments (which can change) and not companies
(whose interests are in making money, not what may be best for
you). Unfortunately, you must often be knowledgeable in many
fields to effectively evaluate which tech solution is best for you
(between product types, between product brands, or even between
low tech and high tech). Knowing the background and history of
things, as well as how things (or devices) work can help tremendously when your stuff doesn’t seem to work. Even if you are not
going to debug and repair things yourself, having a basic
knowledge of the parts in and functions of the problem device
(computer, phone, car, appliance) is helpful in being able to evaluate if you are getting honest and cost-effective support services.
Being an Expert is Good but Having More General Knowledge
Might be Better. Expertise is something gained by study and experience in a field, which takes time. Taking the time to gain more
expertise in certain tech aspects can be very helpful. Becoming an
expert in computer hardware, networking, computer security or
home automation might be worth the effort right now, as these are
currently hot topics. Hot topics can change as technology changes,
however. Over the years I have gained some expertise in carbure(Continued on page 32)
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tors, floppy disks and parallel port (printer) interfaces, but now
that knowledge and experience is less useful to me. Spending at
least some time becoming a generalist might bring longer lasting
rewards. One field I’d recommend learning more about is physics,
which relates to almost everything we call high tech, from the orbits of GPS satellites to the operation of semiconductor devices.
That does not mean that learning new skills and emphasizing particular topics is not important. I fear we, as a society, may be abandoning some hands-on skills in favor of more on-line and virtual
pursuits. While I don’t follow them much myself, the increase in
popularity of TV shows dealing with home remodeling (HGTV)
and cooking (Food Network) means people still have an interest in
creating things themselves, which is good. Knowing how to play
music on Pandora or through your Amazon Echo is not the same
as knowing how to play a musical instrument. Knowing how to get
food delivered through GrubHub is not the same as knowing how
to cook.
Having a Backup Plan is Helpful. For activities you feel are important, having a backup approach is crucial. This applies not only
to the backup of data on a computer hard drive to avoid loss due
to hardware failure or an attack by ransomware, but also to a
“backup” of the computing function itself. One of the best investments I’ve made in my wife’s computing resources is in her own
laptop. Though she seldom uses it, preferring her desktop PC, it
really took the pressure off me when her primary computer suddenly failed to boot up recently. She was able to reluctantly switch
to her laptop for work and home computing needs, giving me the
time to investigate her desktop machine’s troubles and get it running again. Had I been in a rush get her back on line again, I
might have resorted to simply buying her a new PC, an unnecessary additional expense.
I have bought several relatively low-cost, on-sale items over the
years as alternates or back-ups to things I already have. These
include routers, Ethernet switches, cables (Ethernet, USB, power,
(Continued on page 33)
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etc.), battery chargers and USB drives. These can help you quickly
isolate the cause of problems and perhaps get you running again,
at least temporarily. It is always good to have more than one way
of doing things, in case your primary means suddenly fails. It costs
nothing to have multiple browsers available on your computer, in
case accessing a web site becomes a problem. If you can’t get your
email to download on your PC, can you access it on your smart
phone? If your Wi-Fi does not work, can your wired PC still access
the Internet? These kinds of substitutions can help isolate the
cause of problems with little cost or risk.
Even with a little extra cost, some redundancy in the things that
are important to you can be justified. Having a second TV might
keep you from missing that big game. A cheap second car (or a
bicycle) can be an alternative to missing work when your car won’t
start. Keeping a spare phone charger or USB battery pack at work
or in the car can be a lifesaver when your smart phone battery is
low or fails to hold a charge.
A Logical Outlook and the Application of the Scientific Method
Can Help Solve Problems. In helping you solve a problem with
their product, a company’s tech support department may have a
script to follow in directing you on what to check and in what order. You won’t have this advantage if you perform your own troubleshooting, but a little logic and thoughtful consideration can
help. Following the scientific method will always keep you on the
right track. First, ask a question (typically, why does this thing not
work?), then research (what may be the cause?). Next, come up with
a hypothesis (a possible cause for the failure), and develop an experiment to test for that cause, recording what you did and the
result. You can repeat this as necessary until the problem is solved.
Typically, you will want to try the most likely and easy to test reasons for failure (reboot, cycle power, verify power connections, verify cable connections, verify all system inputs are good, etc.) before
moving on to more complicated, unlikely or expensive things to
try. Even if you can’t resolve it yourself, keeping a written record
(Continued on page 34)
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of what you have tried, and the detailed results will be helpful if
you do finally need to talk with tech support.
Solving Problems Requires Practice. Just as with playing a sport or
a musical instrument, you only become good at solving problems
if you practice it. Some tech problems will turn out to be easy to
solve, while others may require more experience, knowledge and
perhaps effort. Understand that there are going to be some problems that may seem (or may be) unsolvable. Always try the easy
and low-cost / low risk debug steps before calling in the experts /
tech support, so you can build up that experience and confidence
in your debugging skills.
Persistence Usually Pays Off. If at first you don’t succeed, try, try
again. This proverb certainly applies to resolving tech issues. My
win/loss record for solving problems is pretty good, and it is improved by my not accepting a loss at times, but instead keeping the
issue open. I have a few problems I continue to pursue a solution
to, just not very actively currently. I’ve found an acceptable workaround or alternative to the issues, and while I do intend to continue to seek solutions, I am free to work on more pressing activities in the short term. One example is the problem I started having
with my network hard drive a few months ago. I found it turned
off a few times, and when restarted, it would not boot, but instead
gave an error indication. Later it would boot and is currently running, but I apparently can’t access the drive. I have the data backed
up on an external USB hard drive, so getting the network drive
working right now is not critical. Hopefully I will find time to
continue debugging on it soon.
In most cases my persistence has paid off more quickly. Recently
my father had a problem going to web pages on his Windows 7
desktop computer. His Internet Explorer web browser could bring
up web pages but clicking on links in those pages was ineffective. I
reviewed all the browser settings, and found no way to repair or
reinstall IE, which I believed was the problem. To prove this, I proposed testing another browser. My father agreed to try using
(Continued on page 35)
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Chrome, which I attempted to install using IE, the only browser
on his PC. Unfortunately, the Chrome browser installation is accessed from a link on a Google web page, which I could not get to
work with IE. I finally tried installing Firefox, which did not require going through a web page link to install, and it had no trouble with links in web pages. I then used Firefox to install Chrome,
and my dad was then happy on the Internet again.
Knowing Where to Get Answers is Important. When the problem
is with a product or service, the manufacturer or provider is the
first place to look (especially if it is still under warranty). Technology user groups can be a great place to get help with general problems and learn new things. For more specific issues, a user forum
or web site (like CNET) can answer questions and provide helpful
hints and tutorials. Of course, your search engine can bring helpful information from all over the Internet. I once needed to replace the rechargeable battery in my electric toothbrush and was
able to find replacement parts and disassembly videos through a
web search. This does not help much, however, if your problem is
in getting on the web.

✦
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Another Ransomware
ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE

This ransomware now wants you to pay in advance
Ransomware continued its rise in 2017 to keep its place as the biggest software security threat out there.
One thing about ransomware that’s so appealing to cybercriminals,
aside from its profitability, is its adaptability. It’s constantly evolving,
as cybercriminals change their code to suit their needs and to elude
security software.
One such ransomware variant has made a strong comeback and get
this, not only does it seek out its victims automatically, it has a few
new tricks up its malicious sleeves.
Play it again, SamSam
Notorious ransomware SamSam is back with a vengeance.
Aside from offering bulk discounts, the cybercriminals behind it
have a new nasty trick - protection racketeering!
Now, these scammers are demanding payment so they won’t lock
you out of your files in the first place. How rude!
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DOOR PRIZE POLICY
Only members are eligible to win a door prize.
Members must also attend the presentation in
order to qualify for that night’s drawing.
This is the arrangement that the vendors who
donate the door prizes expect and that is the
policy we will follow for all meetings.
To reduce the distraction of the seated
audience and the presenter, registration and
the distribution of name badges will cease at
the start of the presentation.
Late attendees are asked to pick up their
badges at the break.
Thank you.

WHY JOIN TUGNET?
There are many reasons why you will
benefit from a TUGNET membership. Here are a few of the most
obvious:
Twice-Monthly Meetings where you’ll
see the latest and greatest computer
products presented by well-known, as
well as lesser-known, industry representatives.
Special Pricing often offered only to
TUGNET members.
Door Prizes at the weekly meetings.
Other Special Offers that regularly
come to us .

Monthly Newsletter, Keywords, delivered to your mail box.
Special Interest Groups on a variety
of subjects.
Help with computer-related problems, both at the meetings and via
our “Help Contacts.”
Products that become yours when the
editor accepts your written review.
Late-breaking information and
offers e-mailed to members only.
Volunteer opportunity to help with
the many activities that keep TUGNET a viable organization.
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Bits for the Last Page
Best Buy Re-establishes Itself as a Tech Giant
Best Buy, under the leadership of Hubert Joly, has turned its struggling business around and re-established itself as a major consumer electronics and technology supplier. The company has doubled
online sales to $6 billion in the past five years, and service revenue
was nearly $2 billion in Best Buy's fiscal year ending in January.
Brick-and-mortar Decline Seen as Challenging
Small Tech Companies
OnePlus has reported that its latest phone sold more than 1 million units in 22 days; the company hopes to boost those results by
increasing distribution partnerships. But as is the case with other
small technology companies, OnePlus may face challenges as the
decline in brick-and-mortar retailing diminishes opportunities for
consumers to check out their products in person.
Smart Device Buyers Demand Seamless Connections
The majority of consumers considering buying a smart device,
75%, report that the device’s ability to connect seamlessly with
other products in their network is critical, a Parks Associates study
has found. It also noted that smart home penetration is spreading,
as 32% of US broadband users have at least one connected device.
Google Search Icons Give Shortcuts to Info
Google is introducing a row of icons in its Android and iOS
Search apps and on Google.com that quickly point users to certain
types of information. The one-tap icons are designed to highlight
things such as local businesses and restaurants, directions and various lifestyle and entertainment.
Growth in Mobile App Use Slowed in 2017
The amount of time consumers spent in apps did not grow as
much in 2017 as it did in 2016, per Flurry’s “State of Mobile
2017" report, indicating that the category is starting to mature.
Mobile shopping app use was up 54% in 2017 from 2016, while
use of lifestyle apps was down 40%, the report states.

